Cardioscopically Guided Beating Heart Surgery: Paravalvular Leak Repair
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Purpose. There remains a paucity of direct visualization techniques for beating-heart intracardiac procedures. To address this need, we evaluated a novel cardioscope in the context of aortic paravalvular leaks (PVLs) localization and closure.

Description. A porcine aortic PVL model was created using a custom-made bioprosthetic valve, and PVL presence was verified by epicardial echocardiography. Transapical delivery of occlusion devices guided solely by cardioscopy was attempted 13 times in a total of three pigs. Device retrieval after release was attempted six times. Echocardiography, morphologic evaluation, and delivery time were used to assess results.

Evaluation. Cardioscopic imaging enabled localization of PVLs via visualization of regurgitant jet flow in a paravalvular channel at the base of the prosthetic aortic valve. Occluders were successfully placed in 11 of 13 attempts (84.6%), taking on average 3:03 ± 1:34 min. Devices were cardioscopically removed successfully in three of six attempts (50%), taking 3:41 ± 1:46 min. No damage to the ventricle or annulus was observed at necropsy.

Conclusions. Cardioscopy can facilitate intracardiac interventions by providing direct visualization of anatomic structures inside the blood-filled, beating-heart model.
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While intracardiac imaging has advanced in recent years, the positioning and deployment of devices remain challenging and success hinges on the experience level of the clinical team. Closure of PVLs in a beating heart is a specific example of such a challenge. PVL is a complication that can occur after both surgical and transcatheter prosthetic valve implantations. Their repair usually involves delivering one or more occluders into the leak to reduce or eliminate regurgitant flow [1]. Occluder deployment inside PVLs is currently performed using combinations of computed tomographic angiography, fluoroscopy, and transesophageal echocardiography and requires an experienced interdisciplinary team of cardiovascular interventionists and imaging experts [1, 2]. Direct imaging of the valve annulus could substantially improve procedural success and reduce interventional time if it enables leak localization, visualization during deployment, and evaluation of potential interference with valve function. Cardioscopy (i.e., endoscopy within the blood-filled heart) can provide these capabilities. In this article, we describe the design of a handheld cardioscope that incorporates a working channel for deployment of various tools, and we demonstrate localization and repair of PVLs using a transapical approach in a swine model.

Technology

Using endoscopy inside the blood-filled heart involves creating an optically clear path between imaging system...
and tissue. Early cardioscopes used toroidal balloons pressed against tissue and cleared of blood by a continuous saline flow [3]. Alternative approaches have used clear plastic optical windows that are pressed against the tissue to exclude the blood. These devices have provided intracardiac images of unprecedented resolution [4, 5].

In the design presented here, a chip-based camera and a light-emitting diode for illumination are embedded in an optical window composed of soft, optically clear silicone that incorporates a working channel for device delivery (Fig 1). Since the image and illumination are transmitted electronically through small wires, the cardioscope can be integrated easily into both catheters and handheld surgical tools. Saline flow is also not necessary for tissue visualization through the clear silicone. Irrigation is provided through the working channel, however, to prevent blood backflow and to enable tool visualization inside the channel.

The cardioscope design in Figure 1 has a diameter of 10 mm, but is scalable to achieve a specified field-of-view diameter and to accommodate various delivery routes (e.g., transfemoral or transapical). A 1-mm³ complementary metal oxide semiconductor camera and 1.6 × 1.6 × 0.5 mm light-emitting diode are molded inside the optical window, which also contains a 2.3-mm internal diameter working channel. The working channel is positioned off center to facilitate device delivery around the outer edge of the annulus, and its walls are transparent inside the optical window to enable device visualization inside the channel during delivery. The cardioscope is mounted on a straight, 5-mm diameter, 35-cm–long handheld catheter. For PVL closure, the occlusion device is loaded inside a transparent delivery cannula that is advanced through the working channel. The handheld cardioscope is navigated to the valve annulus, and its walls are transparent inside the optical window to enable device visualization inside the channel during delivery. The cardioscope is positioned off center to facilitate device delivery around the outer edge of the annulus, and its walls are transparent inside the optical window to enable device visualization inside the channel during delivery.

The closure process consisted of the following steps. First, the cardioscope was navigated to the valve annulus and the targeted PVL (Fig 2B) was localized. The working channel was positioned directly over the center of the PVL. The delivery sheath was then extended by approximately 3 mm into the PVL to ensure that the device would expand inside the PVL and not proximal to it. The occluder was then advanced out of the delivery sheath, with the operator being able to feel a pop as each of the three device lobes were released. The delivery sheath was then withdrawn from the annulus to just inside the apex. From this position, sequential closure of each PVL was attempted followed by device reloading.

Subsequent to device delivery, cardioscopy was used to inspect device placement. Echocardiography was

![Fig 1. Cardioscope mounted on a handheld catheter for transapical access. (LED = light-emitting diode.)](image-url)
also used to assess device placement and to evaluate reduction in PVL jet size. We note that blood flow through a properly delivered device can occur before endothelialization.

To investigate the potential for removal of a device after its release, we inserted 1.7-mm–diameter endoscopic forceps through the working channel in the last two experiments. After positioning the working channel over the screw connector of a deployed device, the connector was grasped with the forceps and the device was pulled out of the PVL. Because the diameter of the forceps precluded the use of the occluder delivery sheath, and to avoid damage to the silicone optical window, the occluder was not withdrawn inside the window. Instead, to remove the device from the heart, the cardioscope was withdrawn through the apical purse string sutures. At the conclusion of each experiment, a euthanasia solution was administered to the animal, and the heart was recovered for postoperative evaluation.

Preclinical Experience

After a series of preliminary experiments to refine the PVL model and delivery protocol [7], the technique described here was performed in a series of animal experiments (n = 3). In each experiment, three PVLs were successfully created at the aortic annulus (Fig 2B), as validated using epicardial echocardiography (Figs 3A–C).

Navigation of the cardioscope tip from the apex to the aortic annulus using only cardioscopic guidance was performed on initial entry into the heart and, subsequently, for each PVL closure (Fig 4, Video). Navigation around the entire annulus while maintaining cardioscopic visualization for inspection of the three PVLs was intuitive to perform (Video) requiring $54 \pm 22$ s (n = 3). PVLs were localized cardioscopically by identifying diastolic regurgitant blood flow external to the rim of the valve (Fig 4B).

In total, 11 of 13 occluders (84.6%) were successfully deployed and released in PVLs under cardioscopic guidance (Fig 4, Video), (2 of 4 in noncoronary, 4 in right coronary, 5 in left coronary sinuses). The average time to navigate from the apex to the targeted PVL and deliver an occluder was $3:03 \pm 1:34$ min (n = 13). In one unsuccessful case, the device was positioned in the PVL, but not released because it was cardioscopically observed to be undersized and shifting in position over the cardiac cycle. In the other case, the remaining native leaflet tissue was covering the PVL channel and acting as a one-way valve. While regurgitant blood flow could be observed to be emerging from the edge of the leaflet tissue, it was not possible to insert the delivery sheath safely through the leaflet tissue. Of the 11 successfully deployed occluders, in 2 cases (18%), the devices were undersized and were found to have dislodged and been lost later in the procedure during cardioscopic and echocardiographic assessment.

Recovery of released occluders from PVLs was performed successfully in 3 of 6 attempts (2 of 4 from left coronary, 1 of 2 from right coronary sinus [50%]; Fig 5;
Fig 3. Epicardial echocardiography of paravalvular leaks (PVLs). (A) Short-axis view of implanted valve. (B) Long-axis echo color Doppler showing regurgitant jet in right coronary (RC) and noncoronary (NC) sinuses. (C) Long-axis echo color Doppler showing regurgitant jet in the left coronary (LC) sinus. (D) Short-axis view after delivery of closure devices in three PVLs.

Fig 4. Cardioscopic images during paravalvular leak (PVL) closure. (A) View in blood. (B) Localizing PVL by visualization of regurgitation. Inset: Imaged region of valve. Blue fabric appears white in cardioscopic image because of lighting. (C) Device deployment. (D) Device inspection.
The time to navigate from the apex to the device and to retrieve it from the heart was 3:41 ± 1:46 min. In the unsuccessful cases, one device dislodged into the aorta, and a second device slipped from the forceps as it was pulled through the apical purse-string sutures. The third device was pushed deeper into the channel during attempted grasping such that it could not be grasped. Finally, during postmortem assessment, no significant damage to either the annulus or the septum was observed (Fig 6).

Comment

Cardioscopy is a promising imaging modality for beating-heart interventions. In the context of PVL closure, it provided excellent tissue and bioprosthetic valve visualization. PVLs were easily localized by direct imaging of the regurgitant flow, and the integrated working channel enabled device delivery under continuous direct visualization. With PVL closure times just longer than 3 minutes, the approach compares favorably with published reports for which fluoroscopy times alone are 29.9 ± 24.5 min [8]. Although cardioscopy was used exclusively here for device deployment, we anticipate that clinically,
additional imaging modalities would be needed, but that their need would be reduced.

The demonstration of cardioscopic technology on a straight, transapically introduced instrument was designed to simplify testing. The scalable design can be adapted for transfemoral access, which is often preferred for PVL closure [1, 2]. Furthermore, the direct visualization during occluder delivery provided by cardioscopy may be equally applicable to the deployment of many valve replacement and repair devices.

Study limitations included some variability in our PVL model such that a few PVLs were larger than the devices we had on hand. This led to two instances of device dislodgement, which could be prevented through placement of larger devices. In addition, the technique of forceps-based device retrieval was intended to illustrate the potential for cardioscopically guided retrieval, but would require modification for clinical applicability.
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